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We looked at small things … the prophet Zecharia 4:10 For who trampled on the day of 

small things, who has DESPISED THE DAY OF SMALL BEGINININGS. They have 

rejoiced, And seen the tin weight in the hand of Zerubbabel, These seven [are] the eyes of 

Jehovah, They are going to and fro in all the land... Small is big, down is up, less is moreI 

examples 

the last amount of oil of the widow, the more empty vessels the more the filling

the loaves and fishes 

gave thanks, before he gave it up, thanksgiving and expression of your faith and originator 

of your faith

value of praise, swings wide the gates so that the king of glory can come in

where the sacrifice is made the fire falls … Gideon army reducing not increasing …

small is big, down is up, less is more

just as two atoms colliding together form molecules, which give the world its substance, 

solidity, so too do you when your godly formed atom, formed in advance to collide with 

other atoms ..produce the substance, the solidity, the reality of gods  kingdom… a reality in 

the now.

You belong to God and are of god, you are made of Gods substance and your substance, 

your matter , matters

or the invisible things of Him from the creation of the world, by the things made being 

understood, are plainly seen, both His eternal power and Godhead – part of us/you manifest 

the nature of godhead

if we by faith, though small, by faith can take our place in the body, as we do purposes 

begin to be uncovered … we spoke about the fruit cake, each particle touched by the hands 

of god … that contains the fruit of god … But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, 

forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 23 gentleness and self-control. Against such 

things there is no law.

 …what god designed us to be joined and what god joins let no man put asunder …just as 

marriage is atoms together in covenant ,  god marries us to certain processes

We looked at images of the body, fruit cake said you r my portion, and its about the fruit 

maturing, coming to maturity as each part takes it place at gods table.  I have prepared 

a table for you in the midst of mine enemies …. favour and provision despite opposition and

conflict … as was the early church in acts

• Unity and oneness  was the key to kingdom growth and favour, be like minded, you 

are seemingly small, but … in the same way the kingdom grows increases in the 



midst of difficulty,

•  he will provide for u personally in the midst of those difficulties, whether its day or 

night, today or in the coming phases. I will provide for u a table In the midst of my 

enemies  … the context is conflict, but peace despite conflict, but whenever or how 

ever, it also emphasises and reflects HIS favour

as I saw him in the centrepf the cake, looking out to each one of you, one of us, standing at 

the end of the round fruit cake … taking place, seated in place, maturity … growing

•  which is what peter was increasingly manifesting as was the early church a growing 

Maturity concerning the things and workings of god

Smallness of ourselves , atoms, molecules, grains of sand, particles and ingredients of bread 

and cake, and we came onto grains of salt. Another small item, 

 small is big , down is up and less is more

 we read the beatitudes, Matt 5, sermon on the mount, such qualities are not recognised or 

necessary wanted by the world, but god chose you for yourself, so that he could display 

your god in you. Not for destruction like Pharo,  but for life and life abundant.

this is what we r seeing in acts … more and more glory being increased and manifestations 

increasing from one degree of glory to another, the car of god accelerating to its destination

and of the increase of the govt of your peace o lord there will be no end

Salt and light ….

ADDITION … greatest level of deposits salt is formed is in the earth’s oceans … which 

cover 71% of  the earth surface …

why then salt in it  ????… to deal with mankind’s pollution from the fall

notice … in revelation 21;1

Then I saw “a new heaven and a new earth,”[a] for the first heaven and the first earth had 

passed away, and there was no longer any sea. Now that this occurs in the forming of the 

eternal state, after the final rebellion at the end of the millennium

in the eternal sate after the millennium, no more sin or contamination, hence no more need 

for salty seas to deal with the fallout of sin from mankind

Salt ...flavour, and zest of god, zeal OF GOD, preservative, GOD PERSERVEERS IN THE 

PRESERVATION

old covts sealed with salt … if the old covt was sealed with salt, what does the new covt  

have …the salt is already within it 

Mat 5;13  

But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, 



except to be thrown out and trampled underfoot. 

we can loose saltiness … how .. contamination … god keeps preserves contamination free,

he’s looking for a people, preparing who want to be free of contamination , so that the full 

array and means  of gods favour  is experienced by a dying world.

Flavour leads to favor

hosea talks about being re salted … Salt me afresh lord, salt me again, that I may be as u 

want me to be. Salted with fire.

But its says … Mat 5;14  But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It

is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled underfoot.

That sounds like a negative … but if u think about …salt  its thrown outside, the primaRY 

FUNCTION WORKS FROM INSIDE US

cos salt when its place on the ground in icy weather … stops the world the people slipping

your presence is designed, by following and expressing gods ways ... to help the world not 

to fall but to remain upright … we r put down by God to prevent and reduce harm

in the process it does seem we r trampled upon, but not without purposed

• orientals used salt to accentuate an idea … as a form of friendship, Marco polo in 

nhis travels records this

• the orientals, if they had a guest, they would tell the servants to bring a piece of bread

and in front of  the guest they would sprinkle salt on the bread and eat it … it was a 

sign a symbol which said to the guest … you can rely on me, for more than just 
friendship ,you cant  always rely on human friends but you can rely on this 
friend

we no longer serve the Old Covenant, because we r now to be friends with god

• a friend talks to a friend

• a friend knows what his master is doing …. 
• eph 2;19 Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and strangers, but fellow 

citizens with God’s people and also members of his household,
• a household has servants …servant woman,

•  but god wants us to be more than servants, he wants to be friends,
• he wants us to discover who the master is and what he is doing

• Abram,  when he saw a man with two angels, ran after Jesus, he detained him to 
entertain his person and process … who he was and  WHY HE CAME

• want to know his ways not just his hand
• A FIREND conforms to one another …similar likes and dislikes, dress the same,  

mind of Christ … govt like minded people
• we r looking at the inner qualities and working of the body

• these we see in the book of acts, these r in us if we let them develop

Ab pursued god, he ran after him
friends are comfortable in silence … wait on one another

god is comfortable in your presence, friends develop that comfortableness



 36 As it is written: “For your sake we face death all day long;

    we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered.”[j]

37 No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loved us. 38 For I 

am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons,[k] neither the present 

nor the future, nor any powers, 39 neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation,

will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord

1 cor 1:9 

We were under great pressure, far beyond our ability to endure, so that we despaired of life 

itself. 9 Indeed, we felt we had received the sentence of death. But this happened that we 

might not rely on ourselves but on God, who raises the dead. 10     He has delivered us from 
such a deadly peril, and he will deliver us again. On him we have set our hope that he 
will continue to deliver us, 11 as you help us by your prayers. Then many will give thanks 

on our behalf for the gracious favour granted us in answer to the prayers of many.

We escape trouble, but it does not say we wont encounter trouble again … but rather we see

the continuing deliverance of god, many r the troubles of the saints but the lord delivered 

them from them all … EXAMPLE AT WORK

• You can more than rely on me … this is the salt that expresses god … to be the salt , 

covenant friendship with you whilst in the world … expressed in psalm, the oriental 

and the troubles … you can more than rely on me because I am more than just as 

friend

• Mat 5 ;13-16 

You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is 

no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled underfoot. 14 “You are the light 

of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden. 15 Neither do people light a lamp and put it 

under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. 16 In the 

same way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your 

Father in heaven … purpose …

grains of sand, grains of salt, on atomic level atoms and molecules producing substance, 

solidity and now we come to light … research

• light is on on a subatomic level …Jesus is now  talking about a different layer, 

• light at subatomic level

•  light is made up of photons, its self extremely small,

• To give you an idea how small a photon is, if an atom was the size of a football 

stadium, then a photon would still be smaller than a marble.

• a photon is a fundamental particle of light,

unlike other subatomic particles it has two functions not just one, one of the reasons why it 

is unique



• one is that has no mass, and acts like no other particle involved in the process of light

being emitted   … gods stealth bomber lol

•  and two, for when photon is combined with photon … it produces a wave … no 

other particle behaves like that

you there fore by Christ himself is  describes as unique … 

• for united one touching the other a wave is created, 

• word we had … gather ye together as a beam of light … god is looking to produce 

his wave

• god the creator knew all this when he first called you light … and he called you light 

before light was, cos u were formed before the foundations of the world, therefore 

your purpose is not a temporal one, ie earthly, but an eternal one, not earthly but 

heavenly

Gather ye together … LASER.  Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation 

… you r not a simulation but a stimulation, by love

when photons collide or interact with one another, it produces heat, which in certain 

circumstances like a laser … is transferred in power

 laser have immense accuracy, intensity, immensity and power when combined 

gather ye together  … 

• despite this power, photons are extremely stable, the original nature of god in you,

• important as the knife to be given to the hand of the surgeon, place your atom and 

also place your photon in his hand… 

• why Satan tries to get u unstable, and ties to copy , imitate the light through 

deception, Satan appears as an angel of light

• Light  … you r the light of the world , he didn’t say become the light, he said u r the 

light … case of how our walk and faith    … let your light shine is the commandment,

allow it to shine

• what follows … so that men my glorify the father through the works … light creates, 

its process is creative and not just illuminating

• light like salt needs to be distinctive FROM the world, not like it

• light must be exposed in order for it to effect , just like a torch needs to be switched 

on, rise and shine

• Talks about a world that sits in darkness … the

light shines in the darkness but the darkness has not overcome it, 

• light always involves the REMOVAL of darkness

• the word light used in the scripture mentioned which is Christ, into the darkness a 

great light has shone, is the same word used, that Jesus used to describe you

•

Greek phos … so the light that came into the world was Christ …

 and u r made up of the same light as him, clothe yourself, put on Christ …. armour of light

• the second part of phos … to make known ones thought, to declare by shining

• your light when it shines, makes known the thoughts and manifestation of its creator

hence the scripture says … the glory of god reveals its light … light reveals gods glory



our eyes also interact with photons … when a photon strikes the eye it is turned into 

electrical energy and then transmitted to the brain to form an image … and who’s image do 

u think it produces

now as well as having eyes in our head, we also have eyes in the heart spiritual eyes

.. god sends a ray of such like energy and paralyses the normal processes in the brain … 

making a pathway for his sight and sound

• LIGHT EXPOSES DARKNESS, as well as removes it

• light has more power than darkness, good more power than evil , no where in 

scripture does it show or indicate that the power of darkness is greater than the 

presence of the light that is Christ … and Christ is in u the certainty of glory cos its 

his work he has chosen to manifest

• we spoke of the release of great power . When Jesus comes again he does so in great 

power and great glory … that it immediately paralyses every known demonic force

• you r the light of the world

• light is the first of the creators work, let there be light

• 1 John 1:5 God is light ...reflects the trinity

• trinity …   

•  a city set on a hill cannot be hidden … expose 

•    Jerusalem … when the sun shone on it

• drawn to it, it also showed the covering hills surrounding cradling

• a city is a product of social order and government it is against chaos and disorder

light guides ,,,path in the darkness

• which is what peter was increasingly manifesting as was the early church a growing 

Maturity concerning the things and workings of god

• word says, rom 13:4 clothe your self in Christ, who is your armour, actually clothed 

in light .. ps 104;2 speaks of God, 

Praise the Lord, my soul. Lord my God, you are very great; you are 

clothed with splendour and majesty. 2The Lord wraps himself in light as 

with a garment; he stretches out the heavens like a tent 

rom 13:14 goes on to say … 

, and do not think about how to gratify the desires of the flesh. …. walk in the light as he is 

in the light … come back to this later 

a table I have prepared for u in the midst of mine enemies … blessing despite conflict..

LASER.  Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation


